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We investigate the sensitivity of the cross section for lepton pair production off a deuteron target, γd →
l+l−d, to the deuteron charge radius. We show that for small momentum transfers the Bethe-Heitler process
dominates, and that it is sensitive to the charge radius such that a cross section ratio measurement of about 0.1%
relative accuracy could give a deuteron charge radius more accurate that the current electron scattering value
and sufficiently accurate to distinguish between the electronic and muonic atomic values.
Over the past decade, the extractions of the proton charge
radius from the Lamb shift measurements in muonic hydrogen
[1, 2] resulted in a significant discrepancy in comparison with
measurements with electrons [3–5], amounting to a 5.6 σ dif-
ference according to a recent re-evaluation [6]. The resolution
of this “proton radius puzzle” has triggered a lot of activity,
see e.g. Refs. [7–9] for recent reviews. Corresponding mea-
surements on the deuteron have not only confirmed the puz-
zle [10], but have also revealed a 3.5 σ difference between the
spectroscopic measurements in muonic versus ordinary deu-
terium. The deuteron charge radius as extracted from elastic
electron scattering [11] has at present a too large error bar to
distinguish between both spectroscopic values. In this letter,
we investigate the sensitivity of the complementary lepton pair
production process off a deuteron target, γd → l+l−d, to the
deuteron charge radius.
We consider γd → l−l+d in the limit of very small space-
like momentum transfer, defined as ∆ ≡ p′ − p, with four-
momenta as indicated on Fig. 1. Furthermore, we will use
in the following the Mandelstam invariant s = (k + p)2 =
M2d + 2MdEγ , with Md the deuteron mass and Eγ the pho-
ton lab energy, the Mandelstam invariant t = ∆2, as well
as the squared invariant mass of the lepton pair, defined as
M2ll ≡ (l−+ l+)2. In the limit of small −t, the Bethe-Heitler
(BH) mechanism, shown in Fig. 1 dominates the cross section
of the γd→ l−l+d reaction, as we shall show.
The deuteron electromagnetic structure entering the
hadronic vertex in the BH process of Fig. 1 is described by
three elastic electromagnetic form factors (FFs), correspond-
ing to the Coulomb monopole (GC), magnetic dipole (GM),
and Coulomb quadrupole (GQ) FFs, respectively. The defini-
tions and normalizations of GC, GM , and GQ follow from [12],〈
p′,λ ′
∣∣Jµ(0) |p,λ 〉= εα(p,λ )ε∗β (p′,λ ′){−gαβ 2PµG1(t)
−
(
gαµ∆β −gβµ∆α
)
GM(t)+∆α∆β
Pµ
M2d
G3(t)
}
, (1)
where P = (p+ p′)/2, and εα and ε∗β are deuteron polarization
vectors. The charge and quadrupole FFs follow from,
GC = G1 +
2
3
τd GQ, GQ = G1−GM +(1+ τd)G3, (2)
with normalizations GC(0) = 1, GM(0) = µd (magnetic mo-
ment in units e/(2Md)), GQ(0) = Qd (quadrupole moment
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FIG. 1. Mechanisms for γd→ l−l+d. The momenta of the external
particles are k for the photon, p(p′) for initial (final) deuterons, and
l−, l+ for the lepton pair. The upper diagrams show the Bethe-Heitler
mechanism; the lower diagram shows the Compton mechanism.
in units e/M2d ), and where τd ≡ −t/(4M2d). For numerical
evaluation, we will use the parameterization of the deuteron
FFs, obtained from scattering and tensor polarization data, and
given as fit II by Abbott et al. [13]; see also [14] for details.
In addition, we have the deuteron FF parameterization based
on scattering data, but including a treatment of two and more
photon exchange corrections, by Sick and Trautmann [11].
As the momentum transfer t is the argument appearing in
the form factor (FF) in the BH process, a measurement of the
cross section in the small −t kinematic regime, where the BH
process dominates, will allow accessing the deuteron charge
FF GC at small spacelike momentum transfer. The deuteron
charge radius Rd is determined from GC through
GC(t) = 1+
1
6
R2d t +O(t
2). (3)
We quote several current values for the deuteron charge ra-
dius Rd , all in femtometers.
Rd =

2.088 Abbott et al. fit [13],
2.130(10) e-d elastic scattering [11],
2.1415(45) atomic deuterium spectroscopy [15],
2.1413(25) CODATA 2014 [5],
2.12562(78) µ-d Lamb shift [10],
2.12771(22) µ-H Lamb shift & isotope shift [10].
(4)
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2Of the two purely or mainly atomic values, atomic deuteron
spectroscopy uses only fits to energy splittings measured in
deuterium, while CODATA uses the proton radius obtained
electronically and the isotope shift (the very accurate mea-
surement of R2d − R2p [16], using ordinary hydrogen). The
last listed radius measurement also uses the isotope shift, this
time combined, supposing the absence of new physics, with
the proton radius measured from the muonic hydrogen Lamb
shift. Notable is the definite incompatibility between the
deuteron radius measured using ordinary and muonic atoms.
As a preliminary observation, the effect of the radius mod-
ifications on the calculated e-d elastic scattering cross section
is shown in Fig. 2, where cross sections are shown relative to
the Abbott et al. results. Results using the Sick-Trautmann
parameterization are labeled scattering, and results obtained
for other values of Rd are obtained by modifying the Sick-
Trautmann GC form factor as,
GC(t) =
GC,Sick-Trautmann(t)[
1− 16 (R2d−R2d,Sick-Trautmann) t
] . (5)
This will allow studying the dependence on Rd while keep-
ing the same curvature terms as used in the Sick-Trautmann
parameterization of the GC FF.
The elastic cross sections are obtained from the no structure
cross section and the form factors as [12]
dσ
dΩ
=
dσ
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
NS
[
A(t)+B(t) tan2(θe/2)
]
, (6)
with θe the electron lab scattering angle, and where
A(t) = G2C(t)+
2
3
τdG2M(t)+
8
9
τ2d G
2
Q(t),
B(t) =
4
3
τd (1+ τd)G2M(t). (7)
Experimental data for Simon et al. [17] and Platchkov et
al. [18] are also shown. The two photon corrections as given
by McKinley and Feshbach [19] have been applied to the data.
Turning to leptoproduction, the differential cross section for
the BH process is strongly peaked for leptons emitted in the
incoming photon direction, and as we aim to maximize the BH
contribution in this work in order to access GC, we will study
the γd → l−l+d process when (only) detecting the recoiling
deuteron’s momentum and angle, thus effectively integrating
over the large lepton peak regions. The lab momentum of the
deuteron is in one-to-one relation with the momentum transfer
t: |~p ′|lab = 2Md
√
τd(1+ τd). Furthermore, for a fixed value
of t, the recoiling deuteron lab angleΘlabd is expressed in terms
of invariants as :
cosΘlabd =
M2ll +2(s+M
2
d)τd
2(s−M2d)
√
τd(1+ τd)
. (8)
The differential cross section for the dominating BH pro-
cess to the γd→ l−l+d reaction, differential in t, M2ll , and the
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FIG. 2. Three predicted results for ed elastic scattering normalized
to the Abbott et al. parameterization [13], with data from Simon et
al. [17] and Platchkov et al. [18]. The deuteron charge radii are from
the muonic deuterium Lamb shift [10] (gold solid line, with uncer-
tainty comparable to the width of the line); from e-d elastic scat-
tering [11] (green dashed line, with uncertainty limits indicated by
the green band); from deuterium atomic spectroscopy [15] (red dot-
dashed line, with uncertainty limits indicated by the red band). The
CODATA deuteron radius [5] would be identical, on this scale, to the
red dot-dashed line but with an uncertainty band 5/9 as wide. The data
were given the McKinley-Feshbach [19] two photon corrections.
lepton solid angle Ωl−l+cm in the c.m. frame of the dilepton
pair is given by
dσBH
dt dM2ll dΩl
−l+cm =
α3β
16pi(s−M2d)2 t2
LµνHµν , (9)
with α ≡ e2/4pi ≈ 1/137, and β ≡
√
1−4m2/M2ll the lep-
ton velocity in the l−l+ c.m. frame, with m the lepton mass.
Furthermore in Eq. (9), Lµν is the unpolarized lepton tensor,
averaged over the initial photon polarizations, given by:
Lµν =−12Tr
{
(/l−+m)
[
γα
/l−−/k+m
−2k · l− γµ + γµ
/k−/l++m
−2k · l+ γ
α
]
× (/l+−m)
[
γν
/l−−/k+m
−2k · l− γα + γα
/k−/l++m
−2k · l+ γν
]}
, (10)
and Hµν is the unpolarized hadronic tensor defined by:
Hµν =
1
3 ∑λ=0,±1 ∑λ ′=0,±1
〈
p′,λ ′
∣∣Jµ(0) |p,λ 〉
×〈p′,λ ′∣∣Jν(0) |p,λ 〉∗ . (11)
Using Eq. (1), the hadronic tensor for the BH process can be
expressed as:
Hµν =
(
−gµν + ∆
µ∆ν
∆2
)[
8
3
M2dτd(1+ τd)G
2
M
]
+ 4PµPν
[
G2C +
2
3
τd G2M +
8
9
τ2d G
2
Q
]
, (12)
and the FFs are functions of the momentum transfer t.
3γ d → ℓ+ ℓ- d
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FIG. 3. Absolute cross sections, using the Abbott et al. [13] deuteron
FFs, showing the lepton pair invariant mass dependence of the γd→
e+e−d process (upper three curves) and the γd → µ+µ−d process
(lower three curves) at Eγ = 0.65 GeV. Three values of the momen-
tum transfer are shown.
When detecting only the deuteron momentum and angle,
the cross section integrated over the lepton angles is
dσBH
dt dM2ll
=
4α3β
(s−M2d)2 t2(M2ll− t)4
×
{
CE
(
G2C +
8
9
τ2d G
2
Q
)
+CM
2
3
τdG2M
}
, (13)
where
CE,M =C
(1)
E,M +C
(2)
E,M
1
β
ln
(
1+β
1−β
)
. (14)
The coefficients C(1)E,M , and C
(2)
E,M are expressed through in-
variants as
C(1)E = t
(
s−M2d
)(
s−M2d −M2ll + t
)
× [M4ll +6M2llt + t2 +4m2M2ll]
+
(
M2ll− t
)2 [
t2M2ll +M
2
d(M
2
ll + t)
2 +4m2M2d M
2
ll
]
,
C(2)E =−t
(
s−M2d
)(
s−M2d −M2ll + t
)
× [M4ll + t2 +4m2 (M2ll +2t−2m2)]
+
(
M2ll− t
)2
× [−M2d(M4ll + t2)+2m2 (−t2−2M2d M2ll +4m2M2d)],
C(1)M =C
(1)
E −2M2d(1+ τd)
(
M2ll− t
)2 [
M4ll + t
2 +4m2M2ll
]
,
C(2)M =C
(2)
E +2M
2
d(1+ τd)
(
M2ll− t
)2
× [M4ll + t2 +4m2 (M2ll− t−2m2)] . (15)
The absolute Bethe-Heitler cross sections are shown in
Fig. 3. The abscissa is the dilepton mass-squared M2ll , with
both electrons and muons represented, and showing three dif-
ferent values of −t. The plot is similar to the one for pro-
tons [20], but the cross sections are smaller because of the
faster falloff with |t| of the deuteron FFs.
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FIG. 4. The differential cross section for γd→ l+l−d plotted vs. Eγ
and showing both the Bethe-Heitler and Compton contributions, for
values of t and dilepton mass indicated.
To estimate the Compton mechanism, the lower graph in
Fig. 1, we estimate the S-matrix amplitude
MC =− e
3
q′2
εν(k,λγ)u¯(l−,s−)γµv(l+,s+)
×
ˆ
d4xeiq
′x 〈p′,λ ′|T Jµ(x)Jν(0)|p,λ 〉 (16)
≡−i e
q′2
εν(k,λγ)u¯(l−,s−)γµv(l+,s+)8piMdT
µν
TCS(k,q
′,P),
where T µνTCS is the unpolarized timelike real Compton tensor
and λγ is the photon polarization.
For near-real, near-forward kinematics, M2ll , |t|  s the un-
polarized TCS amplitude can be approximated by,
T µνTCS(k,q
′,P)≈
(
gµν − q
′µkν
q′ · k
)
T1d(ν , t,M2ll), (17)
where T1d denotes the leading scalar amplitude, and ν the
crossing symmetric variable, defined as
For M2ll , |t|  s, we can further approximate
T1d(ν , t,q′
2
)≈ f (ν), (18)
where f (ν) is the unpolarized forward real Compton ampli-
tude for a deuteron target. Its imaginary part can be ob-
tained from the photoproduction total cross section, or from
the F1d(ν ,Q2) structure function, as
Im f (ν) =
ν
4pi
σ(ν) =
piα
Md
F1d(ν ,0). (19)
Analyticity and the low-energy theorem value of f (0) allow
us to obtain the real part of f from a once-subtracted disper-
sion relation,
Re f (ν) =− α
Md
+
ν2
2pi2
 ∞
ν0
dν ′
σ(ν ′)
ν ′2−ν2 , (20)
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FIG. 5. The t-dependence of the γd → e+e−d cross section,
R(t, t0) ≡ dσ/dt dM2ll(t)/dσ/dt dM2ll(t0), relative to a reference
value t0 = −0.01 GeV2, at fixed outgoing deuteron lab angle, for
beam energy 0.65 GeV. The ratio is normalized to the result for Ab-
bott et al. FFs [13]. The different deuteron radii and associated error
bands are as in Fig. 2.
where ν0 is the inelastic threshold, ν0 = ((Mn + Mp)2 −
M2d)/(2Md)≈ 2.23 MeV.
The Compton contribution to the γd → l+l−d differential
cross section, integrated over lepton angles, is
dσTCS
dt dM2ll
=
2M2dα
3β
(s−M2d)2M2ll
(
1− β
2
3
)∣∣∣∣ f (ν)α
∣∣∣∣2 . (21)
Figure 4 shows the Compton cross section, compared to
the Bethe-Heitler, for particular values of t and M2ll , with Eγ
on the abscissa. We obtained σ(ν), or F1d(ν ,0) in the quasi-
elastic region from the fits of [21], and in the nucleon inelastic
region from Bosted-Christy [22] deuteron fits when snucleon <
(3.1 GeV)2 and from Capella et al. [23], isospin modified for
the neutron, above that. There is no interference between the
Compton and Bethe-Heitler contributions when we integrate
over the lepton angles. The Compton cross section is more
than two orders of magnitude smaller than the Bethe-Heitler
cross section, for this energy and momentum transfer range.
The sensitivity of the differential inelastic cross section for
different FFs and different deuteron radii is shown in Fig. 5,
as a function of −t, with a photon beam energy 0.65 GeV,
corresponding with a minimum in the Compton contribution.
The plot shows the cross section relative to a reference value
t0 = −0.01 GeV2, and normalized to results from the Abbott
et al. parameterization. The outgoing deuteron angle has been
fixed. The fixed angle can allow better experimental calibra-
tion than in an elastic scattering experiment, where different
momentum transfers require different scattering angles, for a
given beam energy. Measurements of such a fixed angle ratio
at different t with 0.1% relative accuracy would allow distin-
guishing the various fits.
In this work we have studied dilepton photoproduction off a
deuteron with the aim of extracting the deuteron charge radius.
By studying the momentum transfer dependence of the outgo-
ing deuteron at a fixed angle, we have seen that a cross section
ratio measurement of about 0.1% accuracy will allow extract-
ing a deuteron charge radius more accurate than the present
value from elastic scattering, and can distinguish between the
values obtained from ordinary and muonic deuterium, which
are currently at variance by around 3.5 σ .
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